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know a good way to use Javascript in Rails. I
know you can add a rails.js file and use yield
:javascript in your application.js file. But how
do I call it? Is there any event or anything I
can use to call a javascript function in some

event(a event that's happening in
application.js). Like I want to use my own
Javascript. So something in Rails is kind of

similar to PHP? Thanks. A: It's called
CoffeeScript. CoffeeScript is super easy to pick

up, and it compiles to JavaScript. I highly
suggest taking a look. If you're interested, let
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15px; clear: both; border-bottom: solid 1px
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10px 5px; } .eventlog_table th { padding: 5px;
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child(odd) th { background-color: #FFFFFF; }
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